COMPOSICLEAN AIRCRAFT CLEANING PRODUCTS

COMPOSICLEAN BUCKET-WASH
Bucket-Wash™ concentrate is neutral pH and safe and effective on all aircraft. Bucket-Wash™ will not attack composite components or assist corrosion. With several cleaning agents, real Carnauba wax and other cleaning and conditioning additives, this is the right stuff. 64 ounce with pump top.

P/N 13-05254 ................ $22.75

COMPOSICLEAN SUPER SPRAY-WAX
Super Spray-Wax™ is neutral pH and SAFE on all aircraft. Will not attack composite components or assist corrosion. With real Carnauba wax and other cleaning and conditioning additives, this product is sure to satisfy. Provides a great shine and superior protection. Try it with one of our MicroFiber cloths. 1 Quart with commercial quality trigger sprayer.

P/N 13-05255 ................ $19.95

COMPOSICLEAN MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANER
This multi-purpose ALKALINE cleaner is very effective at breaking down grease, oils, carbon & other stains. Use with brush or rag to agitate for tougher Stains & soils. 1 quart with commercial quality trigger sprayer. This is not a neutral pH product.

P/N 13-05256 ................ $10.95

COMPOSICLEAN HAZE GLAZE
A neutral pH mild abrasive cleaner & polish in one. Removes oxidation haze, surface-stains, swirl marks and paint over-spray. Haze Glaze also removes minor acid rain contamination, light scratches & increases gloss on base coat & clear coat finishes. A great one-step or first step product in the detailing process. Use Composiclean Haze Glaze by hand or with orbital/random style buffers. Use Composiclean Haze Glaze on clean dry surface. Apply Haze Glaze to buffing cloth/pad or directly to surface. Rub or buff in circular motion then flip cloth or change to dry pad for finish buff. 1 quart with flip-top.

P/N 09-02065 ................ $34.95

COMPOSICLEAN VIEW POLISH
Composiclean™ View Polish™ will probably be the best glass cleaner you will ever use, try it around the house too. Use View-Polish™ on windscreens, side windows, plastics, Lexan, acrylic and glass. You will see No streaking! View-Polish™ is guaranteed to leave no film. Non-caustic-non-flammable, Non-ammonia formula dries fast and contain no CFC’s that deplete the ozone layer. View-Polish™ is also a great bug remover for the leaning edges, wheel pants, car grills etc. Spray product onto area to be cleaned (the thick foam helps it hang there), wait 2 to 3 minutes then wipe clean. Give View-Polish™ a try with our MicroFiber cloths, you’ll love it! Offered in big 19oz aerosol can.

P/N 13-05257 ................ $9.65

COMPOSICLEAN LEATHER CLEANER & CONDITIONER
A rich conditioning cream that cleans leather as it brings back softness. Leaves leather looking natural with no greasy residue. 1 quart with flip top. 32oz.

P/N 13-05258 ................ $24.95

AIRCARE INTERIOR CARE KIT
This AirCare Interior Care Kit features four remarkable interior cleaners, micro fiber towels, Purell Hand Sanitizer and complete with an insulated carrying case. Whether your maintenance needs include one aircraft or an entire fleet, you will find the AirCare Interior Care Kit fast is an essential part of any aircraft cleaning strategy. Includes: 24- Bioclean Wipes • 24- Glass Wipes • 24- Wood Wipes • 24- Leather Wipes • 2- Bottles Of Purell Hand Sanitizer • 5- Micro Fiber Towels • 1- 32oz Bottle Of Exterior Wash.

P/N 13-18747 ................ $119.95

COMPOSICLEAN MICROFIBER CLOTH
MicroFiber is a man-made product that consists of two fibers, Polyester and Polymide. The Polyester is the scrubbing and cleaning fiber, while the Polymide is the absorbing and quick drying fiber. Each square inch in a MicroFiber towel contains approximately 90,000 MicroFibers. MicroFiber is a lint free, non-abrasive, and hypoallergenic products. Microfiber cloths along with Composiclean™ Super Spray-Wax™ will provide a great streak free deep shine even in direct sun. When buffing off Super Spray-Wax™, it is best to NOT let cloth get to saturated, dryer is better. Try a MicroFiber cloth with Composiclean™ View Polish™ for streak-free window cleaning.

P/N 13-05259 ................ $16.85

COMPOSICLEAN SOLAR SCREEN
This is a Composiclean™ Solar Screen™ statically attached to the inside of a window looking right into the sun. Comes in 6” x 9” and 9” x 12”. Great for airplanes, cars, boats, RV’s and can be cut to fit inside motorcycle & ski helmets too.

6X9 ... P/N 13-05263 ................ $5.95
9X12 ... P/N 13-05262 ................ $8.95

COMPOSICLEAN PROPER CARE KIT
1 - 64oz Composiclean Bucket-Wash with pump top
1 - 32oz Composiclean Super Spray-Wax with trigger sprayer
3 - Plush 14” x 14” Micro-Fiber cloths
1 - Super-Soft Chenille wash mitt
1 - 11” Composiclean Super Squeegee

P/N 13-05264 ................ $59.95

CLASSIC WATER BLADES
Perfect for planes, cars, trucks and vans with fifteen times less friction than a Terry cloth towel so you know your paint is safe. Medical grade silicone and patented T-bar edge conforms to every contour of your vehicle to remove over 90% of the rinse water safely and effectively. The ergonomic handle is easy to hold and operate without fatigue. Handle is tapered in at the sides so you don’t accidentally scuff it against your paint. No spots even with hard water!

Description Part No. Price
12” Blade, Purple Handle, T-Bar Edge 13-19588 $19.95
18” Blade, Yellow Handle, T-Bar Edge 13-19589 $24.95
18” Blade, Yellow Handle, Y-Bar Edge 13-19590 $24.95
Extension Pole Adapter for Water Blades 13-19591 $8.75

HEAVY DUTY CONCENTRATE DEGREASER
Oil Eater® Cleaner Degreaser is “Ultra” concentrated, biodegradable and non-flammable. It safely dissolves grease and oils from asphalt, concrete and much more! This unique non-flammable cleaner has passed the Boeing DB-17487 Rev P Test, is South Coast Air Quality Certified per 2012 standards and USDA approved A1, A4 and A8.

1 Gallon ............... P/N 09-04010 ........ $15.60
5 Gallon ............... P/N 09-04013 ........ $71.75
30 Gallon .............. P/N 09-04014 .......... $360.00
55 Gallon ............... P/N 09-04016 .......... $499.00
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